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ABSTRACT
The amount of information created in the current era of information explosion is increasing in a
overwhelming fashion. This increase in content has increased the awareness to protect the intellectual
property. This paper presents one such method to protect Video content. The proposed watermarking
hybrid scheme combines visual cryptography and wavelets to create a nested watermark, which is
embedded into the raw uncompressed video signal using geometric warping technology. A block selection
algorithm is used to select relevant area for embedding so as to improve robustness. The experimental
results showed that the proposed system shows significant improvement in terms of capacity and robustness
against various attacks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Digital Watermarking is a data hiding technique where an information or message is hidden
inside a signal transparent to the user. It deals with embedding information like author name,
status and recipient into the host data in such a way that it remains transparent or undetectable.
The watermark information should be embedded in such a way that it is not detectable or
removable even after many spurious or innocuous attempts. Watermarking is applicable to many
forms of digital data, like text, image, audio and video where copyright needs to be protected.
Among the various techniques available, digital watermarking techniques for video have gained
more attention in proving the integrity and authenticity of the owner ([25], [17], [18]).
A watermark can be text, image ([19], [7], [9], [14]), video ([5],[10]), audio or three dimensional
data [26]. Among them image and video watermarking are two important areas that has attracted
several researchers ([33], [21]). Methods for embedding watermark information may vary
between types of media, but the basis of these methods remain more or less same. Video
watermarking applications include copy control, fingerprinting, ownership identification,
authentication, video tagging, digital video broadcast monitoring and media bridge.
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In video watermarking, it works with the principle that they should ensure digital ownership, have
the ability to track the source of the digital video, have quick and easy way to detect video
manipulation, have no visible video degradation and should have easy implementation procedure.
Video watermarking is considered challenging because video sequences consists of a series of
consecutive and equally time spaced still images which (i) require Larger Space (ii) have realtime constraints, (iii) are in compressed domain and (iv) are susceptible to attacks such as frame
averaging, frame dropping, frame swapping etc. The basic characteristics are imperceptibility,
reliability, low complexity of watermarking algorithm and security of the hiding place.
In general scenario, watermarks are embedded into video signal either during or after
compression ([29], 28]). This has the advantage that watermarking process is not influenced by
the compression algorithm. However, the watermarks are generally not robust to a transcoding of
the video. Thus, embedding the watermark to the uncompressed video data will have the
advantage of being robust to the transcoding of the video. The challenge here is that since both
watermarking technique and compression algorithm both seek to use irrelevant data, the
embedded watermark might be removed by the compression algorithm. It would be better if the
watermark is embedded in the relevant data so that it is not removed by compression algorithm. A
method based on geometric warping was suggested by [27]. This method was efficient in terms
robustness to lossy compression and improved the quality by using a block linking approach. This
method had the advantage of not requiring the original video while extracting the watermark.
However, this technique reduced the watermark capacity. This method is referred as base system
in this paper. Aggarwal et al. [1] proposed another efficient watermarking algorithm to improve
the payload and robustness without affecting the image quality. They used a concept of nested
watermarking where one watermark is embedding into another watermark and the resultant image
is embedded into the cover watermark. The concept of nested watermark improved payload and
was able to maintain the quality to a great extent.
Motivated by these two works, in the present work, a single copyright message is divided into
two shares using Visual Cryptography (VC). The second share is then embedded into first share,
thus creating a new watermark image. This image is then embedded into an uncompressed video
signal using geometric warping method as suggested by [27].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief study on the previous
works related to the topic. In Section 3, the basic concepts of visual cryptography (VC), wavelets
and geometric warping are described. Section 4 explains the proposed watermarking algorithm.
Section 5 presents the experimental results and Section 6 concludes the work with future research
directions.

2. PREVIOUS STUDIES
Solutions to video watermarking have been studied by various researchers who work with both
raw uncompressed video data [8] and compressed video data [2]. Video watermarking techniques
can be mainly grouped as spatial domain approaches and frequency domain approaches.
The spatial domain watermarking techniques embed the watermark by modifying the pixel values
of the host image directly. Least Significant bit (LSB) technique is the most frequently used
method [16]. Both [30] and [13] embedded the watermark in saturation on the HIS (Hue,
Saturation, Intensity) color space. A variable block size based adaptive watermarking in spatial
domain was proposed by [15]. In a later period, [32] proposed a probability block based
watermarking method for color image with fixed block size. Recently, an algorithm based on
chaotic maps was proposed by [34] to determine the pixel bit for embedding. The main
advantages of pixel based methods are that they are conceptually simple and have very low
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computational complexities. However, they also exhibit some major limitations. The need for
absolute spatial synchronization leads to high susceptibility to de-synchronization attacks; lack of
consideration of the temporal axis results in vulnerability to video processing and multiple frame
collusion; and watermark optimization is difficult using only spatial analysis techniques.
Frequency domain approaches use transformation techniques to embed the watermark into a
video sequence. Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT), Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT)
and Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT) are the three main methods of data transformation.
A subsample based watermarking technique was proposed by [20], where the DCT coefficients of
the subimages were utilized to store the watermark. The authors of [6], proposed an algorithm
which was based on embedding the watermark image three times at three different frequency
bands, namely, low, medium and high and the results proved that the watermark cannot be totally
destroyed by either low pass, medium or high pass filter. In [29], two complementary watermarks
were embedded into the host image in order to make it difficult for attackers to destroy both of
them. The main benefit obtained from frequency domain techniques is that they can take
advantage of properties of alternate domains to address the limitations of pixel-based methods.
Besides, analysis of the host signal in a frequency domain is a prerequisite for applying more
advanced masking properties of the HVS to enhance watermark robustness and imperceptibility.
Generally, the main drawback of transform domain methods is the high computational
requirement.
Another field where scientists focus is on embedding into a compressed domain which can be
done during or after the encoding process ([27],[28]). Alternatively, techniques to work on raw
format have also received attention. In general, invisible watermark is embedded into irrelevant
information of video data which can not be perceived by human eyes. This results in problems
because compression algorithms, which also try to remove irrelevant information, might remove
watermark accidentally. In [27], this problem was solved by embedding watermark in the relevant
information of videos in an imperceptible manner. This approach is based on geometric warping
of blocks. This approach though very efficient produced visible artifacts and video quality after
extraction was low. Method to prevent these artifacts and improve the video quality was proposed
by [27]. They used geometric warping method to embed watermarks, which did not require the
original video during watermark extraction. This method improved [23] by removing artifacts and
video quality, but was slow for applications where time was significant. This paper proposes a
solution to solve this problem.

3. METHODS USED
The concepts behind the various methods used in the proposed watermarking scheme are
explained in this section.

3.1. Visual Cryptography
Visual Cryptography (VC), a paradigm introduced by [22], was initially used to encrypt material
like written text, printed text, pictures, in a secure manner. It is a Visual Secret Sharing Scheme
(VSSS) which uses the Human Visual System (HVS) to decrypt a secret message without
expensive and complicated decoding process [31]. The basic VC system starts with the encoding
phase, where a secret image is divided into a collection of ‘m’ black and ‘n’ white pixels. Each
collection of m x n pixels is referred to as a share, which will resemble a noisy image when
separately. During decoding phase, these shares or subset of shares are stacked together which
will allow the visual recovery of the secret message. It has been applied to many applications,
including but not restricted to E-voting system [24], financial documents [11], information hiding
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[4], general access structures [3], visual authentication and identification [23]. More detailed
information about visual cryptography can be found in [35].
Out of the many VC schemes proposed, the present work considers the (2,2) VSS scheme
proposed by [22]. In this algorithm, each pixel of the copyright image is expanded into 2 * 2
pixels. To share a white pixel of the secret image, one row from the first 6 rows of table1 is
chosen randomly. Similarly, the two shares of a black pixel are determined by a random selection
from the 6 last rows. As a result, an M*N pixels secret image is expanded into two 2M*2N pixels
share-images.
Considering security of the method, presence of only one share image reveals nothing about the
corresponding secret image, i.e., each 2*2 pixels block of one share-image may correspond to
either a white pixel or a black pixel of the secret image. As Fig. 1 shows, stacking the shares of a
black secret pixel results in 4 black subpixels, whereas only 2 black subpixels is gained by
stacking shares of a white secret pixel [12]. So, secret image is revealed to human eyes by
stacking the shares without performing any cryptographical computations. An example of VC
scheme is shown in Fig.2.

Fig. 1. (2, 2) VC Scheme (2 Subpixels)

Fig. .2 Example of VC Scheme
The scheme explained here is used in the proposed system and has the following advantages.
►
►
►
►

Simple to implement
Encryption do not required any heavy computations
Decryption algorithm not required (uses only Human Visual System).
Even infinite computation power can not predict the secret message.
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3.2. Wavelets
A technique that is frequently used in various domains is the wavelet transformation. Many
applications such as compression, signal analysis and processing, watermarking have used
wavelets successfully. This section discusses the basic concepts behind Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT).
In DWT, a signal is segmented into two quadrants, high frequency quadrant (edge details) and
low frequency quadrant (other details). The low frequency part is split again into two parts of
high and low frequencies and this process is repeated till the signal has been entirely
decomposed. In watermarking, generally 1-5 level of decompositions is used. One key point in
DWT is that the original signal can be reconstructed from the divided subimages; this process
is called Inverse DWT (IDWT). Mathematically the DWT and IDWT can be stated as below.
Let the low and high pass filter be defined using Equation (1). A signal, F(n) can be
decomposed recursively using Equations (2) and (3), where J+1 is the highest resolution level
index and J0 is the low resolution level index. The coefficients
H(w) = ∑ h k e − jkw and G(w) = ∑ g k e − jkw
k

(1)

k

high
f jlow
−1 ( k ) = ∑ h n − 2kf j ( n ) and f j −1 ( k ) = ∑ g n − 2 kf j ( n )

n

n

(2)

where j = J+1, J, …, J0 and fJ+1(k) = F(f), k ∈ Z, J +1 is the high resolution level index and J0 is
the low resolution level index. The coefficients from Equation (3) are called DWT of the
signal F(n), where f Jlow ( k ) is the lowest resolution part of F(n) and are called approximation,
0
while the others are the details of F(n) at various bands of frequencies.

f Jlow (k ), f Jhigh (k ), f Jhigh (k ), f Jhigh (k )
0

0

0+1

(3)

Furthermore, the signal F(n) can be reconstructed from its DWT coefficients recursively using
Equation (4).
high
f jlow ( n ) = ∑ h n − 2 k .f jlow
−1 ( k ) + ∑ g n − 2 k .f j −1 ( k )
k

k

(4)

To ensure the IDWT and DWT relationship, the orthogonality condition on the filters H(w)
and G(w) is enforced (Equation 5).
|H(w)|2 + |G(w)|2 = 1

(5)

The DWT and IDWT for a two dimensional image F(m,n) can be similarly defined by
implementing the one dimensional DWT and IDWT for each dimension m and n separately,
resulting in a pyramid representation of a signal.
Several types of wavelet filters exist. Some examples include Haar, Daubeschies, Coiflets,
Symlets, Morlets, Mexican Hat Meyer and Biorthogonal wavelets. More generally,
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Application of DWT divides an image into four subbands (Fig. 3), which arise from separable
applications of vertical and horizontal coefficients. The LH, HL and HH subbands represents
detailed features of the images, while LL subband represents the approximation of the image.
To obtain the next coarse level, the LL subband can further be decomposed (Fig. 3b), thus
resulting in the 2-level wavelet decomposition. The level of decomposition performed is
application dependent. The present work considers upto four level of decomposition. The
advantages of using wavelets are multifolded. The first is that different sized images at
different resolution can be analyzed, the coefficients are small in magnitude and the large
coefficients coincide with image edges. The edge coefficients within each subband tend to
form spatially connected clusters.
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Fig. 3. Wavelet Decompositions

3.3. Watermarking using Geometric Warping
The geometric warping method used in this paper follows the methodology proposed by [27]
and the readers are referred to this paper for a detailed explanation. A consolidated explanation
is presented in this section.
The geometric warping works by embedding the watermark in the relevant and visible part of
the video in an imperceptible manner. This approach uses the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSNR) to perform geometric warping and work on the principal that the visible-imperceptible
approach can be realized if the watermark is visible according to PSNR definition but
imperceptible if someone sees the video. This method changes the border position of the
objects as they are untouched by the compression algorithms. To decide for each block, which
of the object borders to use during embedding, a Normed Centre of Gravity (NCG) value is
used. The NCG value is calculated as follows.
1.

Compute the mean values of the rows and columns of the block and store it in Mx and My.

2.

Using Mx and My, compute x- and y-coordinate of the NCV. (This arranges the two vectors
in two circles).

3.

Compute the 2-D vector vk (k=x or y) using Equation (1)
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 n


 ∑ m k (i). cos π +  (i − 1). 2π    

n 
 i =1
 n    

vk = 
n


 ∑ m k (i).sin  π +  (i − 1). 2π    
n
 i =1
 n    



4.

(1)

For each vector, compute the vector angles (Equation 2) and the vector lengths Lx, Ly.

k=

nθ k
2π

for (k = x or y)

(2)

The process is shown in Fig. 4 [28].

Fig. 4. Computing scheme of the NCG x,y-coordinates and NCG x,y-coordinates (cross) of the
example block
The main advantage of NCG is that it is robust again any compression algorithms. The NCG of
blocks with distinct object borders are robust to compression algorithms while NCG blocks
without distinct object borders are not robust. Distinct object borders result in high vector lengths,
using which the robustness of the NCG x,y-coordinates can be predicted. The NCG x,ycoordinates distortion decreases with increase in vector length. Through experiments, it was
proved that the distortion for vector lengths greater than 430 is lower than 0.25 pixels for
compression rates upto QP less than equal to 40. Hence, a watermark can be embedded by
quantizing the values of the x,y- coordinates of blocks with L > 430 b using a quantization step
size of one. This watermark will be robust to compression rates upto QP less than equal to 40.
During embedding of watermark, the first step is to find the vector length Lmin which ensures the
required robustness. After which, the blocks with L > Lmin are chosen. To embed on watermark
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bit, the values of the x,y- coordinates of the NCG are quantized. The quantization is done by
geometric warping of the block. The direction and strength of warping depends on the original
and the quantized NCG-coordinates. To prevent block artifacts to neighbor blocks, the warping
process uses different weights for the strength of warping the single pixels. The weighting is
computed by using a quadratic function (Fig. 5)
This geometric warping process is used to change the NCG x,y- coordinates.

Fig. 5. Weighting function of the pixels and example for geometric warping of the NCG xcoordinate
Author names are to be written in 13 pt. Times New Roman format, centred and followed by a
12pt. paragraph spacing. If necessary, use superscripts to link individual authors with institutions
as shown above. Author affiliations are to be written in 12 pt. Times New Roman, centred, with
email addresses, in 10 pt. Courier New, on the line following. The last email address will have an
18 pt. (paragraph) spacing following.

4. PROPOSED WATERMARKING SCHEME
The proposed watermarking algorithm consists of two stages. The first stage is the embedding
stage and the second is extraction of the copyright. The process is shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 2.
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Copyright Signal

Cover Signal
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Fig. 6. Embedding Process
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Copyright

Fig. 7. Watermark Extraction Process
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4.1. Embedding Process
The first step is to create nested watermark and the procedure is given in Fig. 8.
1. Perform Visual Cryptography on the original copyright image and
obtain Share 1 and Share 2.
2. Read Share 1
3. Perform 2D DWT on Share 1 to obtain LL, LH, HL and HH
subbands.
4. Read Share 2
5. Add Share 2 in LL subband
6. Perform IDWT to get nested watermark.
7. Calculate Peak Signal to Noise Ratio of nested watermark with
original copyright image.
Fig. 8 : Creating Nested Watermark

The second step is the watermarking process using geometric warping. To avoid blocking
artifacts the geometric warping method uses a block selection procedure. In block selection
technique, the selected blocks should maintain minimum distance d to each other in order to
prevent artifacts and flickering effects. The minimum distance can be calculated using Equation
(3)
[di = log(d.(isize – 1) + 1) + 0,.5

ik0k=ki-ii

(3)

where d = distance and i = dimensions (x, y or t).
The outline of the block selection algorithm is given as follows:
(i) The block group is chosen which is of arbitrary forms.
(ii) The minimum distance dx, dy and dt is computed for each dimension x, y and t of the
block group.
(iii) The numbers of blocks inside an ellipsoid are counted for each block. The semi-axes of
the ellipsoids are defined by dx, dy and dt. The current block defines the center of the
current ellipsoid.
(iv) The blocks with the least neighbors are chosen for watermarking. If more than one
chosen block is inside an ellipsoid, only one of them (the first) is used for watermarking.
This process is unambiguous.
(v) The chosen blocks and all blocks within the ellipsoids around the chosen blocks will not
be considered in the next steps.
(vi) The steps 3-4 are repeated until all blocks are chosen for watermarking or have a distance
lower than the minimum to a chosen block.
The blocks chosen using the above algorithm are used for watermark embedding. The
watermarking information is embedded by moving the x, y-coordinates on the quantization lattice
to minima/maxima. This is done by geometric warping.

4.2 Extraction Process
To extract the watermark bits, the blocks with L > Lmin are chosen. From the NCG coordinates of
the chosen blocks the embedded bit values can be computed. Thus, to extract the watermark, the
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original video is not needed. The NCG is used to detect the watermarked blocks and compute the
embedded watermark bit. After successful extraction of the watermarked bits, the
next step is to extract the nested watermark. The procedure used is given in Fig. 9.
1. Identify blocking containing watermark bits and extract them
to get the nested watermark
2. Apply 2D-DWT to obtain LL, LH, HL and HH subbands
3. Extract Share1 and Share 2 parts
4. Overlap to obtain the copyright image.
Fig. 9. Extraction Process

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Several experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed system. During
experimentation several samples were used which included standard test videos and
commercially-available movies. The results observed had similar pattern. The results projected in
this paper are based on a video clip having 1526 frames (352 x 289 frame size). The experiments
were conducted on a Pentium IV with 512 MB memory. The attacks taken into consideration are
frame dropping, frame averaging and compression. After extracting and refining the watermarks,
a similarity measure, called Normalized Correlation (NC) is used (Equation 4) which gives the
cross-correlation, normalized by the reference watermark energy giving unity as the peak
correlation.
NC =

∑ i ∑ j Wij * RWij
∑i ∑ j W 2
i j

(4)

where Wij is the original watermark and RWij is the extracted watermark.
Number of frames dropped is a common attack encountered by video watermarking. The reason
behind this is the large amount of redundancies that exists between the frames. The effect of this
attack is projected in Fig. 10 when tested with different percentage of frames dropped. From the
results, it could be seen that the proposed watermarking scheme is better with this type of attack.
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Fig. 10. Number of Frames Dropped
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Frame averaging and statistical analysis is another common attack to the video watermark. When
attackers collect a number of watermarked frames, they can estimate the watermark by statistical
averaging and remove it from the watermarked video. Fig. 11 shows the results obtained while
taking the frame averaging attack into consideration. The results show that fact that the proposed
scheme can resist statistical averaging quite well than the base model.
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Fig. 11 : Frame Averaging
The NC values of the extracted watermarks with different quality factors are shown in Fig. 12.
From the experiment, it is noted that the proposed scheme improves the robustness for watermark
protection. It can further be noted, with high quality factor, the algorithm is better in resistance.
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Fig. 12. Compression Attacks
From the various results obtained, it can be concluded that the proposed watermarking scheme is
superior to the existing system.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a technique for watermarking a video signal with a secret copyright
image. The proposed technique is an amalgamation of various techniques like Visual
Cryptography, Wavelets and Geometric Warping. Visual cryptography is a concept that is
normally used to for hiding multiple watermarks. In this paper, a novel idea of splitting the
copyright image into two and creating a nested watermark by storing one split into another is
proposed. This method increases the capacity of the watermark. Experimental results proved
that the proposed technique is efficient in terms of capacity and robustness against attacks. The
present work uses only black and white copyright images, which can be changed to color
images and a color visual cryptography method can be combined with this. Moreover,
applicability of wavelet packets can be considered for more efficiency.
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